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ABSTRACT | Design techniques for three-dimensional (3-D) ICs

considerably lag the significant strides achieved in 3-D manu-

facturing technologies. Advanced design methodologies for

two-dimensional circuits are not sufficient tomanage the added

complexity caused by the third dimension. Consequently,

design methodologies that efficiently handle the added com-

plexity and inherent heterogeneity of 3-D circuits are necessary.

These 3-D design methodologies should support robust and

reliable 3-D circuits while considering different forms of vertical

integration, such as system-in-package and 3-D ICs with fine

grain vertical interconnections. Global signaling issues, such as

clock and power distribution networks, are further exacerbated

in vertical integration due to the limited number of package

pins, the distance of these pins from other planes within the 3-D

system, and the impedance characteristics of the through

silicon vias (TSVs). In addition to these dedicated networks,

global signaling techniques that incorporate the diverse traits

of complex 3-D systems are required. One possible approach,

potentially significantly reducing the complexity of intercon-

nect issues in 3-D circuits, is 3-D networks-on-chip (NoC). Design

methodologies that exploit the diversity of 3-D structures to

further enhance the performance of multiplane integrated

systems are necessary. The longest interconnects within a 3-D

circuit are those interconnects comprising several TSVs and

traversing multiple physical planes. Consequently, minimizing

the delay of the interplane nets is of great importance. By

considering the nonuniform impedance characteristics of the

interplane interconnects while placing the TSVs, the delay of

these nets is decreased. In addition, the difference in electrical

behavior between the horizontal and vertical interconnects

suggests that asymmetric structures can be useful candidates

for distributing the clock signal within a 3-D circuit. A 3-D test

circuit fabricated with a 180 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI)

technology, manufactured by MIT Lincoln Laboratories, explor-

ing several clock distribution topologies is described. Correct

operation at 1 GHz has been demonstrated. Several 3-D NoC

topologies incorporating dissimilar 3-D interconnect structures

are reviewed as a promising solution for communication limited

systems-on-chip (SoC). Appropriate performance models are

described to evaluate these topologies. Several forms of

vertical integration, such as system-in-package and different

candidate technologies for 3-D circuits, such as SOI, are

considered. The techniques described in this paper address

fundamental interconnect structures in the 3-D design process.

Several interesting research problems in the design of 3-D

circuits are also discussed.

KEYWORDS | Interconnect design methodologies; physical

design; vertical integration; 3-D ICs; 3-D integration

I . INTRODUCTION

The majority of manufacturing technologies for three-

dimensional (3-D) integration include die or wafer

bonding, resulting in dense polylithic systems where

standard field-effect transistors are utilized to implement
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logic functions [1]–[9]. Consequently, the intrinsic speed
of a logic gate in 3-D circuits remains constant, while the

interconnect performance can be significantly improved

by vertically stacking the connected planes as compared to

traditional two-dimensional (2-D) circuits. Vertical inte-

gration is therefore a novel communications paradigm

where interconnect design is a primary focus. Since the

interconnect segments are vertical, design methodologies

that incorporate the signal propagation characteristics
across the third dimension are necessary.

The inherent advantage of 3-D integration is the

drastic decrease in interconnect length, particularly the

long global interconnects, which directly results in

increased speed [10]–[14]. The interconnect power is

also reduced as the capacitance of the wires decreases

[15], [16]. Additionally, the total power dissipated by an

interconnect system is further decreased as the number of
repeaters inserted along the interconnect is reduced [17].

Finally, coupling among intraplane adjacent intercon-

nects is lower due to decreased length, improving signal

integrity.

Another characteristic of 3-D ICs of even greater

importance than the decrease in the interconnect length is

the ability of these systems to include disparate technol-

ogies [18], greatly extending the capabilities of modern
systems-on-chip (SoC). This defining feature of 3-D ICs

offers unique opportunities for highly heterogeneous and

sophisticated systems [19], [20]. A vast pool of applications

such as medical, wireless communications, military, and

low-cost consumer products, exists for vertical integration,

as the proximity of the system components caused by the

third dimension is suitable for either the high performance

or low power ends of the SoC application space [114]. This
heterogeneity, however, greatly complicates the intercon-

nect design process within a multiplane system, as

potential design methodologies need to manage the

diverse interconnect impedance characteristics and pro-

cess variations caused by the different fabrication pro-

cesses and technologies employed in the different physical

planes.

Consider, for example, a signal that traverses several
digital and analog circuits on separate planes. In this

case, the signal can behave both as an aggressor and as a

victim. Consequently, to reliably propagate a signal

across multiple physical planes at high speed is a difficult

task. Another important global signaling issue is distrib-

uting the clock signal to the sequential elements on each

plane of the 3-D stack. Delivering sufficient current to

each circuit in a 3-D system is also a challenging prob-
lem. The number of package pins also limits the clock

signal and power supply networks. Additional primary

challenges in 3-D circuits include the development of

methodologies at the front end of the design process [21],

[22], multiplane functional testing [23], thermal man-

agement techniques [68], and maturing manufacturing

technologies [24]–[28].

A system-in-package (SiP) can be described as an
assemblage of either bare or packaged dice along the third

dimension, where the interconnections through the z-axis
are primarily implemented with solder balls, wire bonds,

and vertical interconnects that penetrate through the

silicon substrate to connect the circuits. The latter type of

interconnects is typically called a through silicon via (TSV)

[29]–[35]. This term is generalized in this paper to

represent any type of interconnect that penetrates through
the substrate to connect the circuits within a 3-D system. A

system-in-package primarily includes standalone compo-

nents or subsystems that are vertically integrated to com-

prise a complex multiplane system. The predominant

benefits of SiP are the increased packaging efficiency as

compared to 2-D integrated systems and shorter off-chip

interconnects. The deleterious effects of the long on-chip

interconnects, however, are not mitigated. These issues
are effectively resolved by another form of vertical

integration, 3-D ICs.

Three-dimensional circuits can be conceptualized as

the bonding of multiple wafers or bare dice. The distinctive

difference between an SiP and a 3-D IC is the granularity

of the vertical interconnects. Different bonding styles

between the planes within a 3-D system are also possible:

front-to-front, back-to-front, and back-to-back [3], [36].
Examples of SiP structures and various bonding styles for

3-D circuits are illustrated in Fig. 1. Each of these bonding

styles is likely to include through silicon vias (or interplane

vias) with different physical dimensions. Consequently,

the density of the vertical interconnects can vary not only

among different 3-D circuits but also among the physical

planes within a 3-D circuit. Another approach for vertical

communication within 3-D circuits is through electromag-
netic coupling. Both capacitive and inductive communi-

cation techniques have been developed for contactless 3-D

circuits [37]–[39]. Although these techniques reduce or

eliminate the need for galvanic connections among the

planes of a 3-D circuit, issues such as dc power supply,

interference from adjacent signals, and the physical area of

Fig. 1. Different forms of 3-D integration (not to scale).

(a) System-in-package [32] and (b) a 3-D circuit with dense

through silicon vias [8], [9]. Two different bonding styles,

front-to-front and back-to-front, are illustrated.
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the inductors and capacitors limit the applicability of these
techniques [38].

Monolithic 3-D ICs include layers of planar devices

successively grown on a conventional complementary

metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) or SOI plane [40].

Monolithic 3-D circuits support transistor-level integra-

tion. Consequently, the devices within a logic gate can be

placed on different layers and, more importantly, imple-

mented with different technologies such as CMOS or SOI.
Independent of the technology utilized for the first device

layer, these transistors are fabricated with conventional

and mature processes. For the devices on the upper planes,

however, different fabrication methods are required.

Several techniques, based on laser recrystallization [41]

or seed crystallization [42], are used to produce CMOS or

SOI devices on the upper planes.

The major drawback of these circuits, however, is the
inability to produce high-quality devices, specifically on

the upper planes [41], [43]. In addition, the growth of the

devices on the upper planes usually requires high

temperatures. Insulator layers are used to protect the

transistors on the first plane [40]. These insulators,

however, further encumber the heat removal process

with negative consequences for a monolithic 3-D circuit.

Consequently, design methodologies for this type of 3-D
circuit are not considered in this paper.

Physical and interconnect design techniques for

3-D circuits are the main focus of this paper. A variety of

issues related to 3-D circuits, such as the complexity of these

systems and novel interconnect structures, are discussed in

Section II. The characteristics and related technological

traits of the TSVs are also discussed in this section.

Floorplanning techniques that consider the characteristics
of 3-D circuits are presented in Section III. Different

approaches have been proposed to floorplan these circuits

and are discussed in this section. The placement of 3-D

circuits targeting various performance objectives is re-

viewed in Section IV. The complex task of routing the

multitude of individual cells within a 3-D structure is

discussed in Section V. The disparity among the vertical

interconnect impedance characteristics that can exist within
a 3-D circuit can be exploited to further improve the

performance of these circuits. Careful placement of the

vertical interconnects is required, as highlighted in

Section VI. The important and unexplored task of synchro-

nization in 3-D circuits is discussed in Section VII. A 3-D test

circuit investigating several different clock distribution

networks is also described. The concept of 3-D networks-

on-chip (NoC) for improving the communication through-
put within a system-on-chip while reducing interconnect

design complexity is presented in Section VIII. Several

topologies and related improvements in the speed and power

consumed by these global interconnects are described in this

section. A brief description of several open research issues

related to the 3-D interconnect design process along with

some conclusions are offered in Section IX.

II . PHYSICAL DESIGN ISSUES
IN 3-D CIRCUITS

The introduction of the third dimension has significantly
increased the complexity of the integrated circuit design

process. The characteristics of the vertical interconnects

and the constraints that this type of interconnect poses on

the physical design process are outlined in Section II-A.

Various physical design approaches to manage thermal

issues are highlighted in Section II-B. A discussion of

complexity in the design of 3-D circuits is presented in

Section II-C.

A. Vertical Interconnects
Increasing the number of planes that can be integrated

into a single 3-D system is a primary objective of three-

dimensional integration. A 3-D system with high-density

vertical interconnects is therefore indispensable. Vertical
interconnects implemented as TSVs produce the highest

interconnect bandwidth within a 3-D system, as compared

to wire bonding, peripheral vertical interconnects, and

solder-ball arrays. Alternatively, the density of this type of

interconnect dictates the granularity of the interconnected

planes of the system, directly affecting the interplane

communication bandwidth. Other important criteria

should also be satisfied by the TSV fabrication process. A
fabrication process for vertical interconnects should

produce reliable and inexpensive TSVs. A high TSV aspect

ratio, the ratio of the diameter of the top edge to the length

of the via, may also be required for certain types of 3-D

circuits. The effect of forming the TSVs on the

performance and reliability of neighboring active devices

should also be negligible.

The electrical characteristics of the TSVs are of primary
importance in 3-D ICs and are considerably different from

the horizontal interconnect segments [44], as described by

recent electrical models [45]. This situation is due to the

structure of these interconnects and the diverse technol-

ogies, such as CMOS and SOI, that can exist in a 3-D

system. Producing low resistance and capacitance TSVs is a

fundamental objective of manufacturing technologies.

Finally, not properly characterizing the contribution of
the TSVs to the delay of the critical interplane intercon-

nect can result in significant inaccuracy in the perfor-

mance of a 3-D system [46]. Consequently, these

structures must be carefully considered during the 3-D

physical design process. Examples of a TSV used in CMOS

and SOI circuits are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b),

respectively. The impedance and physical characteristics

of these structures are listed in Table 1. A pitch equal to
twice the diameter of the TSV is assumed to determine the

density of the TSV for these processes where this

dimension is not provided.

The thermal traits of the TSVs are also significant, as

these vias can affect the thermal behavior of a 3-D IC. TSVs

can be used to provide high thermal conductivity paths to

facilitate the flow of heat from the upper planes to the
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plane attached to the heat sink, maintaining the temper-

ature of a 3-D circuit within acceptable levels. Materials

with low thermal resistance, such as copper, are therefore

preferred.

B. Thermal Issues in 3-D ICs
A 3-D system consists of disparate materials with

considerably different thermal properties including semi-

conductor, metal, dielectric, and possibly polymer layers

used for plane bonding. Although the power consumption

of these circuits is expected to decrease due to the

considerably shorter interconnects, the power density

increases since there is a greater number of devices per

unit volume as compared to a 2-D circuit. As the power

density increases, the temperature of the planes nonadja-
cent to the heat sink of the package can rise, resulting in

degraded performance or thermal gradients that can

accelerate wear out mechanisms [49]–[51]. Design meth-

odologies at various stages of the IC design flow, such as

synthesis, floorplanning, and placement and routing,

which maintain the temperature of a circuit within

specified limits or alleviate thermal gradients among the

planes of the 3-D circuit, are therefore necessary.
Two key elements are required to establish a successful

thermal management strategy: a thermal model, to charac-

terize the thermal behavior of a circuit, and design

techniques that alleviate thermal gradients among the

physical planes of a 3-D stack while maintaining the oper-

ating temperature within acceptable levels. The primary

requirements of a thermal model are high accuracy and low
complexity [52]–[54], while thermal design techniques

should produce high-quality circuits without incurring long

computational design time [55]. To reduce the complexity of

the modeling process, standard methods to analyze heat

transfer, such as finite difference, finite element, and

boundary element methods, have been adopted to evaluate

the temperature of a 3-D circuit. Simpler analytic expres-

sions have also been developed to characterize the
temperature within a 3-D system.

Thermal design techniques can be classified into two

categories: thermal strategies that improve the thermal

profile of a 3-D circuit without requiring any redundant

interconnect resources for thermal management and those

methodologies that are an integral part of a more

aggressive thermal policy that utilize thermal TSVs,

sacrificing other design objective(s). These TSVs are
typically called thermal or dummy vias [18] to emphasize

the objective of conveying heat rather than providing

signal communication for circuits located on different

physical planes. Thermal wires can also be employed to

transfer heat [56]. Thermal wires correspond to those

horizontal wires that connect regions with different

thermal via densities through thermal interplane vias.

C. Complexity of 3-D Physical Design Process
The solution space for classical physical design

methodologies increases significantly in 3-D systems, as

the physical distance of two circuit cells is reduced not

only by placing these cells near each other on the same

plane but also by placing the cells in vertically adjacent

locations. This situation results in a formidable increase

in the number of solutions that can be explored, resulting
in an exponential growth in the computational time. The

increase in the number of metal layers yields similar

computational issues for the routing task [57]. Computa-

tionally efficient heuristic algorithms are the primary tool

to manage the dramatic increase in the solution space for

3-D circuits. Methods such as simulated annealing (SA)

and genetic algorithms complete the mosaic of the 3-D

physical design process [58], [59]. Another important
issue is the efficient representation of the cell locations

within a 3-D circuit to maintain sufficiently low storage

requirements.

In addition, traditional objectives, such as wire length

and area, are insufficient for 3-D circuits, particularly

Table 1 Impedance and Physical Characteristics of TSVs

Fig. 2. Examples of through silicon vias (not to scale) used in (a) SiP and

3-D CMOS technologies [28], [47] and (b) 3-D SOI processes [9].
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heterogeneous multiplane integrated systems. Since these
systems can combine disparate technologies, such as radio-

frequency (RF), analog, and digital circuits, other

objectives, such as noise and signal integrity, need to be

simultaneously considered in addition to conventional

objectives.

These objectives require the synergistic development of

design methodologies, which previously were individually

developed for each type of circuit. Furthermore, design
aids that employ these novel techniques will be necessary.

To date, the lack of these methods has considerably limited

the evolution of heterogeneous 3-D systems and deprived

three-dimensional circuits from exploiting important

manufacturing improvements that have recently been

achieved.

III . FLOORPLANNING FOR 3-D CIRCUITS

The predominant design objective for floorplanning a

circuit has traditionally been to achieve the minimum area

or, alternatively, the maximum packing density while

interconnecting these blocks with minimum length wires.

Most floorplanning algorithms can be classified as either

slicing [60] or nonslicing [61], [62]. Floorplanning

techniques belonging to both of these categories have
been proposed for 3-D circuits [63]–[66]. An efficient

floorplanning technique for 3-D circuits should adequately

handle two important issues: representation of the third

dimension and the related increase in the solution space.

Floorplanning techniques for 3-D circuits that address

these issues are discussed in this section. Multiobjective

techniques are also reviewed.

Notating the location (i.e., the x, y, and z coordinates)
and dimensions (i.e., width, length, and height) of the

circuit cells in a volumetric system typically requires a

considerable amount of storage. A 3-D circuit, however,

consists of a limited number of planes. Consequently, such

a system can be described as an array of two-dimensional

planes, where circuit cells are treated as rectangles that

can be placed on any of the planes within a 3-D system

[65]–[68]. The second challenge for 3-D floorplanning is
to effectively explore the solution space, where a

hierarchical approach can often be more efficient for

floorplanning 3-D circuits than a flat approach.

In nonhierarchical floorplanning algorithms, the floor-

planning process proceeds by assigning the cells to the

planes of the stack followed by simultaneous intraplane

and interplane cell swapping, potentially exploring the

entire solution space. Interplane moves, however, result in
a formidable increase in the solution space, directly

affecting the computational time of a flat floorplanning

algorithm. For example, assuming N (e.g., 100) cells of a

3-D system consisting of n (e.g., three) planes and

applying a low overhead technique to denote the 3-D

arrangement of the blocks, a flat floorplanning approach

increases the number of candidate solutions by

Nn�1=ðn� 1Þ! (e.g., 5000) times as compared to a 2-D
circuit consisting of the same number of cells [65].

Alternatively, a hierarchical approach can be used to

significantly reduce the number of candidate solutions,

where a two-step solution to the floorplanning problem is

followed. Initially, the circuit cells are assigned to the

physical planes. In the second step, a simulated annealing

based engine simultaneously generates the floorplan of

each of the planes by only permitting intraplane moves,
considerably decreasing the search space for the optimal

floorplan [65]. An example of the increase in the solution

space due to the third dimension is illustrated in Fig. 3(a)

and (b). By adopting a two-step solution, the computa-

tional complexity and time can be considerably decreased.

Similar hierarchical approaches can also be applied to

other stages of the 3-D physical design process.

The partitioning scheme adopted in the initial step of
the hierarchical approach plays a crucial role in determin-

ing the compactness of a particular floorplan, as interplane

moves are not allowed when floorplanning the planes.

Different partitions correspond to different subsets of the

solution space which may exclude the optimal solution(s).

The criterion for partitioning should therefore be carefully

selected. Partitioning can, for example, be based on

minimizing the estimated total wirelength of the system
[69] and/or the number of vertical interconnects [70].

During floorplanning, the starting point for a simulated

annealing engine is generated by randomly assigning the

blocks to the planes of the system to balance the area of the

individual planes [71]. The SA process progresses by

swapping blocks between planes or changing the location

Fig. 3. Example of physical design solution space for floorplanning

2-D and 3-D circuits: (a) available area for floorplanning a planar circuit,

(b) available volume for floorplanning a 3-D circuit, (c) a finite number

of planes is considered to reduce the solution space, and (d) the

floorplan of the planes is generated after the circuit cells are

assigned to each plane. The arrows represent global constraints

among planes that guide the floorplan of a 3-D system.
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of the blocks within one plane. The expected wire length
and number of vertical vias are reevaluated after each

modification of the partition, where the algorithm

progresses until the target solution is achieved at the

desired low temperature of the SA algorithm. After the

partition is complete, a candidate solution is perturbed by

selecting a plane within the 3-D stack and applying a

variety of intraplane moves [71]. Application of a

hierarchical approach to the MCNC and GSRC benchmark
suites1 demonstrates a small reduction, on the order of 3%,

in the number of vertical vias and a significant 14%

reduction in wire length, as compared to nonhierarchical

3-D floorplanning techniques [68]–[71], [72].

The complexity of three-dimensional integration

requires several dissimilar metrics for producing efficient

floorplans for 3-D circuits beyond the use of traditional

area and wire length metrics. These metrics can consider,
for example, the communication throughput among the

circuit blocks [36] or the number of interplane vias [68].

Techniques that include a thermal objective have also been

developed [68]. The thermal objective typically aims at

producing a uniform temperature distribution across each

plane while peak temperatures are maintained sufficiently

low. A multiobjective cost function inevitably increases

the total computational runtime. A significant portion of
this time is attributed to thermal profiling the 3-D circuit

each time a candidate floorplan is generated. To reduce

this time, simple thermal models are utilized, slightly

degrading the quality of the solution [68].

IV. PLACEMENT FOR 3-D CIRCUITS

Placement algorithms have traditionally targeted minimiz-
ing the area of a circuit and the interconnect length among

the cells, while reserving space for routing the intercon-

nect. In vertical 3-D integration, a Bplacement dilemma[
arises in deciding whether two circuit cells sharing a large

number of interconnects can be more closely placed within

the same plane or placed on adjacent physical planes,

decreasing the interconnection length. Placing the circuit

blocks on adjacent planes can often produce a line with the
shortest wirelength to connect these blocks. An exception

is the case of small blocks within an SiP where the length

of the interplane vias is greater than 100 �m [24], [74].

Placement methodologies have also been discussed where

other objectives, such as thermal gradients among the

physical planes and the temperature of the planes [75], are

considered.

Several approaches have been adopted for placing
circuit cells within a volume [76]–[80]. Different types of

circuit cells for various 3-D technologies have been

investigated in [81]. Layout algorithms for these cells

have also been devised, demonstrating the benefits of 3-D

integration. Since TSVs consume silicon area, possibly

increasing the length of some interconnects, an upper
bound on this type of interconnect resource is necessary.

Alternatively, sparse utilization of the vertical intercon-

nects can result in insignificant savings in wire length. To

consider the effect of the vertical interconnects, a

weighting factor has been used to increase the distance

in the vertical direction, controlling the decision as to

where to insert the interplane vias [78]. This weight

essentially behaves as a controlling parameter that favors
the placement of highly interconnected cells within the

same or adjacent physical planes.

Alternatively, TSVs are treated as circuit cells since

these interconnects occupy silicon area [82] and are

included in the individual cell placement process within

each plane. Since this approach can result in two different

locations for placing a TSV, as illustrated in Fig. 4, a

weighted average distance between these two locations can
be utilized to place a TSV [82]. Although these approaches

consider the location of the TSV, the fundamental

objective is to decrease the interconnect length. The

maximum achievable reduction in the interconnect length

for the longest on-chip interconnect is proportional to
ffiffiffi
n
p

,

where n is the number of planes constituting a 3-D circuit

[15]. Any further improvement in the performance of the

interplane interconnects can be obtained by considering
the electrical characteristics of the TSV. Such a TSV

placement methodology is discussed in Section VI.

As with floorplanning, multiobjective placement tech-

niques for 3-D circuits are necessary. Additional objectives

that affect both the cell placement and wire length are

simultaneously considered. The force directed method is a

well-known technique used for cell placement [83], where

repulsive or attractive forces are placed on the cells as if
these cells are connected through a system of springs. The

force directed method has been extended to incorporate

the thermal objective during the placement process [84].

In this approach, repulsive forces are applied to those

blocks that exhibit high temperatures (i.e., Bhot blocks[)

to ensure that the high-temperature blocks are placed at a

greater distance from each other. The efficiency of this

1http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/surf/GSRC/progress.html.

Fig. 4. Treating the TSVs as circuit cells on different planes can

result in two different locations for placing a TSV. These

locations define a region in which the TSV can be

placed to satisfy different design objectives.
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force directed placement technique has been evaluated on
the MCNC2 and IBM-PLACE benchmarks,3 demonstrating

a 1.3% decrease in the average temperature, a 12%

reduction in the maximum temperature, and a 17%

reduction in the average thermal gradient. The total wire

length, however, increases by 5.5%. As demonstrated by

these results, this technique primarily achieves a uniform

temperature distribution across each plane, resulting in a

significant decrease in thermal gradients as well as the
maximum temperature. The average temperature through-

out a 3-D IC, however, is only slightly decreased.

As a more practical example that demonstrates the need

to include the thermal objective in 3-D physical design

techniques, consider an Intel Pentium 4 processor, which

has been redesigned in two planes [85]. The increased

power density due to stacking can increase the peak

temperature within the 3-D processor by approximately
26 �C, as compared to the original 2-D system if thermal

issues are ignored [85]. This increase can significantly

degrade the performance and reliability of the processor. If

the thermal objective is incorporated during the placement

process, a negligible 2 �C increase is observed [85].

Alternatively, additional TSVs that do not function as a

signal path can be utilized to further enhance the heat

transfer process. The design objective is to identify those
regions where thermal vias are most needed (the hot spots)

and place thermal vias within those regions at the

appropriate density. Such an assignment, however, is

mainly restricted by two factors; the routing blockage

caused by these vias and the size of the unoccupied regions

or white space that exist within each plane. Although

thermal via insertion can be applied as a postplacement

step, integrated techniques produce a more efficient
distribution of the thermal TSVs for the same temperature

constraint [69]. The integrated technique requires 16%

fewer thermal vias for the same temperature constraint,

with a 21% increase in computational time and an almost

3% reduction in total area.

V. ROUTING FOR 3-D CIRCUITS

Routing is the most complex and least developed of the

physical design techniques used in 3-D circuits. The

multiple metal layers available for routing on each physical

plane exacerbate the difficulty in routing a net connecting

several circuit cells located on different planes. As these

interconnects also compete with the transistors for silicon

area, routing is a formidable task for 3-D circuits. An early

paper on routing 3-D circuits demonstrated several issues
related to this physical design task [86]. Consequently,

several heuristics have been developed that address

routing in the third dimension [87], [88].

An effective approach for routing 3-D circuits is to
convert the routing interplane interconnect problem into a

2-D channel routing task, as the 2-D channel routing

problem has been efficiently solved [89], [90]. A number

of methods can be applied to transform the problem of

routing the interplane interconnects into a 2-D routing

task, which requires utilizing a portion of the available

routing resources for interplane routing (usually the top

metal layers). Interplane interconnect routing can be
implemented in five major stages including interplane

channel definition, pseudoterminal allocation, interplane

channel creation (channel alignment), detailed routing,

and final channel alignment [87]. Additional stages route

the 2-D channels, both the interplane and intraplane

interconnects, and perform channel ordering to determine

the wire routing order for the 2-D channels.

Alternatively, multilevel algorithmic techniques [91]
have been applied to route 3-D circuits. The advantages of

multilevel routing are the lower computational time and

higher completion rates as compared to flat and hierar-

chical routers. Multilevel routing can be treated as a three-

stage process, as illustrated in Fig. 5: a coarsening phase,

an initial solution generation at the coarsest level (level p)

of the grid, and a subsequent refinement process until the

finest level of the grid is reached. Before the coarsening
phase is initiated, the routing resources in each unit block

of the grid are determined by a weighted area sum model.

The routing resources are allocated during each coarsening

step. The resources for the local nets within a block are

transferred at each coarsening step. At the coarsest level,

an initial routing tree is generated. This initial routing task

commences with a minimum spanning tree for each

multiterminal net. A Steiner tree heuristic and a maze
searching algorithm generate a 3-D Steiner tree for each of

these interconnects. Additionally, the TSVs are estimated

for each block. During the last phase, the initial routing

tree is refined until the finest level is reached. In this

refinement phase, the signal (and thermal) TSVs are

successively assigned and distributed within each block.

The routing of the wires follows the refinement of the

TSVs. At the finest level, a detailed router completes the
routing of the circuit [91].

Although this technique offers a routing solution for

standard cell and gate array circuits, alternative techniques

that support different forms of vertical integration, for

example, system-on-package (SoP), are also required. In an

SoP, the routing problem can be described as connecting the

I/O terminals of the blocks located on the planes of the SoP

through interconnect and pin layers. For systems where the
routing resources, such as the number of pin distribution

layers, is limited, multiobjective routing is required to

achieve a sufficiently small form factor. Other issues, such as

integrating passive and active components, further enhance

the demand for multiobjective routing approaches. A multi-

objective approach can consider, for example, wire length,

crosstalk, congestion, and/or area [88].

2http://er.cs.ucla.edu/benchmarks/ibm-place.
3http://www.cbl.ncsu.edu/pub/Benchmark_dirs/LayoutSynth92.
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Multilevel routing for 3-D ICs has been extended to

include the thermal objective [92], [93]. In addition to

routing resources, the power density within each block of

the grid is determined at each coarsening step. An initial

TSV assignment to each block is implemented during the
coarser step along with generation of an initial routing

tree. The TSV assignment includes both signal and thermal

TSVs, with priority given to the signal TSVs. Alternatively,

thermal TSVs are assigned to a block after insertion of the

signal TSVs without exceeding the maximum TSV capacity

of the block. In addition to the benefits that the added

thermal vias produce, thermal wires can also be utilized to

enhance the heat transfer process. These thermal wires are
treated as routing channels wherever there are available

tracks [56].

VI. TIMING OPTIMIZATION OF
INTERPLANE INTERCONNECTS

Three-dimensional integration demonstrates many oppor-

tunities for heterogeneous SoCs [20]. Integrating circuits

from diverse fabrication processes into a single multiplane

system can result in substantially different interconnect

impedance characteristics of each physical plane within a

3-D circuit. By considering the disparate interconnect

impedance characteristics of 3-D circuits, the performance
of the interplane interconnects can be significantly

improved. An efficient technique to decrease the delay of

interplane interconnects by optimally placing the TSVs is

discussed in Section VI-A. The problem of placing TSVs to

decrease the delay of interplane trees is discussed in

Section VI-B.

A. Two-Terminal Interplane Nets
The impedance characteristics of the interconnect

layers belonging to different physical planes of a 3-D

circuit can vary significantly. The interplane interconnects

are therefore modeled as an assembly of horizontal
interconnect segments with different impedance charac-

teristics connected by interplane vias. In this section, a

heuristic for near-optimal interplane via placement of

two-terminal nets that include several TSVs is described.

A schematic of an interplane interconnect connecting

two circuits located n planes apart is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The horizontal segments of the line are connected through

the vias, which can traverse more than one plane where
each via is placed within a certain physical interval. The via

placement is constrained

0 � xj � �xj; (1)

Fig. 6. Interplane interconnect connecting two circuits

located n planes apart.

Fig. 5. Multilevel routing for 3-D circuits. The technique can be adapted to include multiple objectives for routing a 3-D circuit [91].
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where �xj is the length of the interval where the via
connecting planes j and jþ 1 can be placed. This interval

length is called the Ballowed interval[ here for clarity. xj is

the distance of the via location from the edge of the

allowed interval. Due to the nonuniformity of the

interconnects, each segment is modeled as a distributed

RC line with different impedance characteristics. In order

to analyze the delay of a line, the distributed Elmore delay

model has been adopted due to the simplicity and high
fidelity of this model [94]. The accuracy of the model can

be further improved as discussed in [95]. However, unlike

a single plane, more than one set of fitting coefficients is

required in a 3-D system. Alternatively, higher order

models with higher accuracy as compared to the Elmore

delay model can be utilized to characterize the delay of the

interplane nets. Due to the particular traits of interplane

nets in 3-D circuits, however, the optimization problem
can be nonconvex even for the simple Elmore delay model.

Employing higher order delay models further exacerbates

the difficulty of optimizing the interconnect delay as the

convexity of these timing models cannot be easily proved.

Consequently, any solutions based on these models can

produce local minima, possibly creating inferior solutions

than that produced by the less accurate Elmore delay

model. An increase in the computational time should also
be considered as a natural tradeoff for greater accuracy

when utilizing these models.

Based on this delay model, the key concept in the

heuristic is that the optimum via placement depends

primarily upon the size of the allowed interval (that is

estimated or known after an initial placement) rather than

the exact location of the via. Consider the interplane

interconnect shown in Fig. 6. The optimum via location x�j
for via j is a monotonic function of Ruj and Cdj

x�j ¼ fðRuj; CdjÞ (2)

where Ruj and Cdj are the upstream resistance and

downstream capacitance, respectively, of the allowed
interval for via j. As the size of the allowed intervals for

all of the vias is constrained by (1), the minimum and

maximum value of Ruj and Cdj can be readily determined,

permitting the values of x�j for these extrema x�j min and

x�j max to be evaluated. Due to the monotonic dependence of

xj on Ruj and Cdj, the optimum location for via j, x�j lies

within the range delimited by x�j min and x�j max. By

iteratively decreasing the range of values for x�j , the
optimal location for via j can be determined.

This heuristic has been used to implement an algorithm

that exhibits an optimal or near-optimal TSV placement for

two-terminal interplane interconnects in 3-D ICs, with

significantly lower computational time as compared to

general optimization engines. Two-terminal interplane

interconnects for different numbers of physical planes

have been analyzed. The impedance characteristics of the
horizontal segments and vias are extracted for several

interconnect structures using a commercial impedance

extraction tool [96]. Copper interconnect has been

assumed with an effective resistivity of 2.2 ���cm.

Based on the extracted impedances, the resistance and

capacitance of the horizontal segments range from 25 to

125 �=mm and 100 to 300 fF/mm, respectively, for a

90 nm technology node4 [97]. The cross-section of the vias
is 1 � 1 �m, with 1 �m spacing from the surrounding

horizontal metal layers, assuming an SOI process as

described in [8]. For all of the interconnect structures, the

total and minimum length of each horizontal segment is

randomly generated. For simplicity, all of the vias connect

the segments of two adjacent physical planes.

The via locations or, equivalently, the length of the

horizontal segments, are determined from the via place-
ment heuristic for relatively short interconnects (G 2 mm).

SPICE delay simulations demonstrate an average improve-

ment of 8.9% as compared to the case where the vias are

placed at the center of the line and 14.1% as compared to

random via placement, respectively. The two-terminal via

placement algorithm is also compared in terms of both

optimality and efficiency to an optimization solver,

YALMIP [98]. The algorithm exhibits high accuracy as
compared to YALMIP independent of the number of

planes that comprise the 3-D interconnect, demonstrating

that optimum solutions are obtained for most intercon-

nect configurations. In addition, for those cases where

some of the vias are not optimally placed, the loss of

optimality is insignificant (G 0.01%). Furthermore, the

algorithm is approximately two orders of magnitude faster

than YALMIP while the complexity of the algorithm
exhibits an almost linear dependence on the number of

interplane vias.

From these results, exploiting the nonuniform imped-

ance characteristics of the interplane interconnects when

placing the vias can improve the delay of multiplane lines.

This improvement in delay can decrease the number of

repeaters required to drive a global line or eliminate the

need for repeaters in semiglobal (medium length) lines. In
addition, wire sizing can be avoided, thereby saving

significant power. Decreasing the number of repeaters

and avoiding wide lines reduces the overall power

consumption, which is a particularly important issue in

3-D circuits.

B. Multiterminal Interplane Nets
Multiterminal tree-like interconnects constitute a

significant portion of the interconnects in an integrated

circuit. Improving the performance of these nets in 3-D

circuits is a challenging task, as the leaves of these

interconnects can be located on different physical planes.

A technique for placing the vias to decrease the delay of an

4See http://www.eas.asu.edu/~ptm.
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interplane tree is described in this section. The application

of this technique to various interplane trees targeting both

3-D ICs and SiP is also discussed.
A simple interplane interconnect tree (also called an

interconnect tree for simplicity) is illustrated in Fig. 7. The

leaves of the tree are located on different physical planes

within a 3-D stack. Subtrees not directly connected to the

interplane vias that do not contain any interplane vias (i.e.,

intraplane trees) are also shown. The weighted summation

of the distributed Elmore delay of the branches of an

interconnect tree is considered as the objective function

Tw ¼
X

8spq

wspq
Tspq

(3)

where wspq and Tspq are the weight and distributed Elmore

delay of sink spq, respectively. Weights are assigned to the

sinks according to the relative criticality of the sinks. The

constrained optimization problem for placing a via within

an interplane interconnect tree can be described as

ðP1Þ minimize Tw; subject to ð1Þ; 8 via vj: (4)

The heuristic for two-terminal nets has been extended

to address the task of placing TSVs to decrease the delay of

an interplane tree. TSV placement algorithms based on

this heuristic have been applied to several interplane
interconnect tree examples. Trees for different numbers of

planes and sinks are analyzed. The impedance char-

acteristics of the horizontal segments are similar to

those utilized for two-terminal nets, as discussed in
Section VI-A. These trees are optimized for two different

3-D technologies, a 3-D IC technology based on [8],

where the TSV length is lv3�D ¼ 10 �m and an SiP

technology where the TSV length is lvSiP ¼ 70 �m [44],

[45]. The impedance characteristics of the TSVs are

rv3�D ¼ 22 �=mm and cv3�D ¼ 210 fF/mm and rvSiP ¼
22 �=mm and cvSiP ¼ 6 pF/mm for the 3-D IC and SiP

technology, respectively. The savings in delay achieved by
optimally placing the vias is listed in Table 2 for different

via placement scenarios.

The improvement in delay of the interconnect trees is

listed in columns 6 through 9 of Table 2. The results are

compared to the case where the vias are initially placed at

the center of the allowed interval (i.e., xi ¼ �xi=2) and

the case where the vias are placed at the lower edge of the

allowed interval (i.e., xi ¼ 0). The improvement in delay
depends upon the length of the allowed interval. This

dependence, however, is weak as compared to two-

terminal nets. In addition, the improvement in delay is

lower than point-to-point nets for the same allowed length

intervals. The reason for this behavior is that any

modifications to the routing tree are strictly confined

within the allowed interval that least affects the routing

tree. If this constraint is relaxed, the length of the
interconnect segments can be further reduced, resulting in

a considerably greater improvement in speed. Note that

the improvement in delay achieved by optimally placing

Fig. 7. An example of an interplane interconnect tree.

Table 2 Delay of Various Interplane Interconnect Trees for Different Number of Sinks, Physical Planes n, and 3-D Technologies
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the TSVs in a 3-D IC is substantially greater than the
improvement for an SiP technology. This difference is due

to the significantly longer length and larger impedance

characteristics of the TSVs utilized in an SiP. Manufac-

turing processes that provide short vertical interconnects

with low parasitic impedances are therefore necessary;

otherwise, the performance benefits due to the reduction

in interconnect length will decrease since the TSVs

contribute significantly to the overall interconnect delay.

VII. SYNCHRONIZATION IN
3-D CIRCUITS

An omnipresent and challenging issue for synchronous

digital circuits is the reliable distribution of the clock

signal to the many thousands of sequential elements

distributed throughout a synchronous circuit [99], [100].
The complexity is further increased in 3-D ICs as

sequential elements belonging to the same clock domain

(i.e., synchronized by the same clock signal) can be located

on different planes. Another important issue in the design

of clock distribution networks is low power consumption,

since the clock network dissipates a significant portion of

the total power consumed by a synchronous circuit [101],

[102]. This demand is stricter for 3-D ICs due to the
increased power density and related thermal limitations.

In 2-D circuits, symmetric interconnect structures,

such as H- and X-trees, are widely utilized to distribute the

clock signal across a circuit [100]. The symmetry of these

structures permits the clock signal to arrive at the leaves of

the tree at the same time, resulting in synchronous data

processing. Maintaining this symmetry within a 3-D

circuit, however, is a difficult task. Consequently, asym-
metric structures are useful candidates for distributing the

clock signal within a 3-D circuit. Issues related to the

distribution of the clock signal within a 3-D system are

discussed in this section. Experimental results of a 3-D test

circuit manufactured by MIT Lincoln Laboratories com-

posed of several different 3-D clock network architectures

are also described.

To evaluate the specific requirements of a 3-D clock
network, consider a traditional H-tree topology. At each

branch point of an H-tree, two branches emanate with the

same length. An extension of an H-tree to three

dimensions does not guarantee equidistant interconnect

paths from the root to the leaves of the tree. The clock

signal propagates through interplane vias from the output

of the clock driver to the center of the H-tree on the other

planes. The impedance of these vias can increase the time
for the clock signal to arrive at the leaves of the tree on

these planes as compared to the time for the clock signal to

arrive at the leaves of the tree located on the same plane as

the clock driver. Furthermore, in a multiplane 3-D circuit,

three or four branches can emanate at each branch point.

The third and fourth branches propagate the clock signal to

the other planes of the 3-D circuit. Similar to a design

methodology for a 2-D H-tree topology, the width of each
branch is reduced to a third (or more) of the segment

preceding the branch point in order to match the

impedance at that branch point. This requirement,

however, is difficult to achieve as the third and fourth

branches are implemented by an interplane via. Note that

the vertical interconnects are of significantly different

length as compared to the horizontal branches and exhibit

different impedance characteristics.
A test circuit exploring four different clock network

topologies for 3-D circuits has been designed, manufac-

tured, and measured. The test circuit is based on a 3-D fully

depleted (FD) SOI fabrication technology recently devel-

oped by MIT Lincoln Laboratories (MITLL) [8]. The

MITLL process is a wafer-level 3-D integration technology

with up to three FDSOI wafers bonded to form a 3-D

circuit. The minimum feature size of the devices is 180 nm,
with one polysilicon layer and three metal layers inter-

connecting the devices on each wafer. A backside metal

layer also exists on the upper two planes, providing the

starting and landing pads for the TSVs, and the I/O, power

supply, and ground pads for the entire 3-D circuit. An

attractive feature of this process is the high density 3-D vias.

The dimensions of these vias are 1.75 � 1.75 �m, much

smaller than the size of the through silicon vias in many
existing 3-D technologies [24], [25].

The test circuit consists of four blocks. Each block

contains the same logic circuit but different clock

distribution networks. The total area of the test circuit is

3� 3 mm2. All of the blocks share the same logic

circuitry to emulate the variety of switching patterns in a

synchronous digital circuit. In each of the circuit blocks,

the clock driver for the overall clock distribution network
is located on the second plane. The location of the clock

driver on that plane is chosen to ensure that the clock

signal propagates through identical vertical interconnect

paths to the first and third plane, resulting in the same

delay for the clock signal to arrive at the registers located

on the first and third planes. The off-chip clock signal is

received by the clock driver through an RF pad located at

the middle of each block. Additional RF pads are placed at
different locations on the topmost plane of each block for

probing. The fabricated test circuit is depicted in Fig. 8,

where the RF and dc pads on the back side metal layer of

the third plane are shown.

The clock distribution networks combine commonly

used networks such as H-trees, meshes, and rings. These

clock network topologies range from highly symmetric

topologies, such as H-trees, as the block shown in Fig. 9(a),
to fully asymmetric topologies, such as a trunk-based

topology. Normal operation has been demonstrated during

preliminary testing of the fabricated test circuit. The clock

input is a 1.5 V peak-to-peak sinusoidal signal with 0.75 V

dc offset. The clock driver is implemented with a

traditional chain of tapered buffers [103]–[105], which

produces a square waveform at the root of the clock
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distribution network. The clock distribution network of

the block illustrated in Fig. 9(a) contains a four level

H-tree (i.e., equivalent to 16 leaves) with identical

interconnect characteristics in each plane. All of the

H-trees are connected through a group of interplane vias.

Note that the H-tree on the second plane is rotated by 90�

with respect to the H-trees on the other two planes. This
rotation effectively eliminates inductive coupling between

the H-trees. The second plane is front-to-front bonded
with the first plane and both of the H-trees are

implemented on the third metal layer. The vertical

distance between these clock networks is approximately

2 �m. All of the H-trees are shielded with two parallel lines

connected to ground. The waveform shown in Fig. 9(b) is

the clock signal at a leaf of the H-tree on the third plane,

demonstrating operation of the circuit at 1 GHz. Experi-

ments demonstrate that a clock distribution network that
combines an H-tree on the second plane and meshes on

the other two planes exhibits moderate skew, within 10%

of the clock period, and the lowest power consumption.

The superior performance of this topology is due to the

symmetry of the H-tree and the balancing characteristic of

the meshes.

VIII . COMMUNICATION CENTRIC
3-D ARCHITECTURES

A promising design paradigm to appease foreseen inter-

connect problems is networks-on-chip [106], where

information is communicated among circuits within

packets in an internet-like fashion. The synergy between

these two design paradigms, NoCs and 3-D ICs, can be

exploited to significantly improve the performance and
decrease the power consumption of communications

limited systems. Several interesting topologies that emerge

by incorporating the third dimension in networks-on-chip

are discussed in this section.

On-chip networks differ from traditional interconnec-

tion networks in that communication among the network

elements is implemented through the on-chip routing

layers rather than the metal tracks of the package or
printed circuit board. NoCs offer high flexibility and

Fig. 8. Fabricated 3-D test circuit. The total area is 3 � 3 mm2. There

are four different blocks, with one input and three output RF pads for

each block. The area of each block is approximately 1 mm2.

Fig. 9. Experimental results of the fabricated 3-D circuit: (a) tested circuit block and (b) clock signal waveform

from the H-tree on the third plane operating at 1 GHz.
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regularity, supporting simpler interconnect models and
greater fault tolerance. The canonical interconnect backbone

of the network combined with appropriate communication

protocols enhance the flexibility of these systems [107].

NoCs provide communication among a variety of processing

elements (PEs), such as processor and digital signal-

processing cores, memory blocks, field-programmable

gate arrays, and dedicated hardware [108]–[110]. Further-

more, the length of the communication channel is
primarily determined by the area of the PE, which is

typically unaffected by the network structure. Mesh

structures have been a popular network topology for con-

ventional 2-D NoCs [106], [111], as illustrated in Fig. 10(a),

where each PE is connected to the network through a

router [106].

Integration in the third dimension introduces a variety

of topological choices for NoCs. For a 3-D NoC, as shown
in Fig. 10(b), the total number of nodes is

N ¼ n1 � n2 � n3, where n1, n2, and n3 is the number of

network nodes in the x, y, and z direction, respectively. In

this topology, each PE is on a single yet possibly different

physical plane (2-D IC/3-D NoC). In other words, a PE

can be implemented on only one of the n3 physical planes

of the system and, therefore, the 3-D system contains

n1 � n2 PEs on each of the n3 physical planes, where the
total number of nodes is N [59], [112]. A 3-D topology is

illustrated in Fig. 10(c), where the interconnect network

is contained within one physical plane (i.e., n3 ¼ 1),

while each PE is integrated on multiple planes, notated as

np (3-D IC/2-D NoC). Finally, a hybrid 3-D NoC based on

the two previous topologies is depicted in Fig. 10(d). In

this NoC topology, both the interconnect network and the

PEs can span more than one physical plane of the stack
(3-D IC/3-D NoC).

Analytic models of the zero-load latency and power
consumption with delay constraints of these networks

capturing the effects of the topology on the performance of

3-D NoCs have been developed. The overall zero-load

network latency for a 3-D NoC is [113]

Tnetwork¼hopsðtaþtsÞþhops2�Dthþhops3�Dtvþ
Lp

wc
th (5)

where ta, ts, tv, and th are the delay of the arbiter, crossbar

switch, and vertical and horizontal channels, respectively.

hops2�D and hops3�D denote the average number of hops

within the two dimensions n1 and n2 and within the third
dimension n3, respectively (see Fig. 10). hops is equal to the

summation of hops2�D and hops3�D. Lp and wc denote,

respectively, the size of a data packet and the width of the

interconnect buss connecting adjacent network routers. Lv

denotes the length of the vertical buss, which is equal to

one or more TSV lengths.

These models do not incorporate the effects of the

routing scheme and traffic load. Since minimum distance
paths and no contention are implicitly assumed in these

expressions, nonminimal path routing schemes and heavy

traffic loads will increase both the latency and power

consumption of the network. These models can therefore

be treated as lower bounds for both the latency and the

power consumption of the network. Alternatively, these

expressions provide the maximum improvement in the

performance of a conventional NoC that can be achieved
with vertical integration.

The resulting decrease in network latency as compared

to a standard 2-D/IC 2-D NoC is illustrated in Fig. 11(a) for

increasing network size, where the area of each PE is

Fig. 10. Various NoC topologies (not to scale): (a) 2-D IC/2-D NoC, (b) 2-D IC/3-D NoC, (c) 3-D IC/2-D NoC, and (d) 3-D IC/3-D NoC.
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denoted by APE. The 2-D IC/3-D NoC topology decreases

the number of hops while the interconnect buss delay

remains constant. With a 3-D IC/2-D NoC, the buss delay is

smaller but the number of hops remains unchanged. With a
3-D IC/3-D NoC, all of the latency components can be

decreased by assigning a portion of the available physical

planes to the network while the remaining planes of the

stack are used for the PEs. A decrease in latency of 31.5%

and 29.7% can be observed for N ¼ 128 and N ¼ 256 nodes,

respectively, with APE ¼ 1 mm2. Note that the 3-D IC/

3-D NoC topology achieves the greatest savings in latency by

optimally balancing n3 with np. Consequently, the tradeoff
between the number of hops and the buss length for various

3-D topologies can be exploited to improve the performance

of a network-on-chip.

As with the zero-load latency, each topology affects the

power consumption of a network in a different way. The

power consumption can be reduced by either decreasing

the number of hops that a packet travels or by decreasing

the buss length. Note that by reducing the buss length, not
only is the interconnect capacitance reduced but also the

number and size of the repeaters required to drive the lines

are decreased, resulting in a greater savings in power. In

Fig. 11(b), the power consumption of a 2-D NoC topology

is compared to the three-dimensional topologies previously

discussed. A power savings of 38.4% is achieved for

N ¼ 128 with APE ¼ 1 mm2. Allowing the available phys-

ical planes to be utilized either for the third dimension of
the network or for the PEs, the 3-D IC/3-D NoC scheme

achieves the greatest savings in power in addition to the

minimum delay. For each topology and network size, the

distribution of the network nodes n1, n2, and n3 in the three

physical dimensions is chosen to ensure that the target

objective is minimized. This assignment can be different

for the various topologies, network size, and latency or

power objective.

Note that these topologies emphasize the latency and

power consumption of a network, neglecting the perfor-
mance requirements of the individual PEs. If the perfor-

mance of the individual PEs is important, only one 3-D

topology may be available; however, despite this constraint,

a significant savings in latency and power can be achieved

since in almost every case the network latency and power

consumption are lower than for the 2-D IC/2-D NoC

topology.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Developing a design flow for 3-D ICs is a complicated task

with many ramifications. Design methodologies at the front

end and mature manufacturing processes at the back end

are required to effectively provide large scale 3-D systems.

Physical design techniques at different stages of a develop-

mental design flow for 3-D circuits have been discussed in
this paper, emphasizing the effect of the 3-D nature on each

design stage. A variety of floorplanning, placement, and

routing techniques and algorithms for 3-D circuits have

been described that consider the unique characteristics of

3-D circuits. In these techniques, the discrete nature of the

third dimension is exploited to decrease the number of

candidate solutions and, consequently, the computational

time required to design a 3-D circuit.
The objective function of 3-D layout techniques has

been extended to include routing congestion, power

supply noise, and decoupling capacitance allocation in

addition to traditional objectives, such as wire length and

area. Due to increased power densities and greater

distances between the circuits on the upper planes and

Fig. 11. Performance of 3-D NoC topologies for a range of network sizes where APE ¼ 1 mm2 : (a) zero-load latency and

(b) power consumption with delay constraints.
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the heat sink, physical design techniques that embody
a thermal objective can be a useful mechanism to manage

thermal issues in 3-D ICs. Design techniques can reduce

thermal gradients and temperatures in 3-D circuits by

redistributing the blocks among and within the planes of a

3-D circuit. Alternatively, thermal vias can be utilized in

3-D circuits to convey heat to the heat sink. Thermal

wires in the horizontal direction are similar in function

to thermal vias and can also be utilized to lower thermal
gradients within 3-D circuits.

Significant performance improvements can be

achieved by optimally placing interplane vias in 3-D

circuits. Algorithms for determining the minimum delay of

the interplane interconnects are an integral element of the

physical design process for 3-D circuits. Interplane

interconnect impedances of 3-D circuits, however, vary

considerably from 2-D interconnect impedances. This
difference is due to several reasons, such as the

heterogeneity of 3-D circuits, diverse fabrication technol-

ogies, and the variety of bonding styles.

Another requirement for maximizing the speed of

3-D circuits is to reliably distribute the clock signal within

these circuits. A 3-D clock distribution network, however,

cannot be directly extended from a 2-D circuit due to the

asymmetry of a multiplane 3-D circuit and the effect of the
interplane via impedances. Several clock distribution

networks have been developed to investigate synchroniza-

tion issues in 3-D systems. These network topologies have

been included in a 3-D test circuit manufactured in the

3-D FDSOI fabrication technology developed at MITLL.

The circuit is composed of four independent blocks, where

each block is a three-plane 3-D circuit with a different

clock distribution network. This circuit constitutes the
first effort to investigate the critical design issue of

synchronization in vertical integration. Successful high-

speed operation of the test circuit has been demonstrated.

In addition to higher performance, 3-D integration

offers significant opportunities for designing highly diverse

and complex systems. On-chip networks can be a useful

solution to provide sufficient communication throughput

among the components of these 3-D systems. Three-
dimensional NoCs are a natural evolution of 2-D NoCs,

exhibiting superior performance. Several novel 3-D NoC
topologies are discussed in this paper. These topologies

decrease the latency and power consumption by reducing

both the number of hops per packet and the length of the

communications channels. These 3-D topologies demon-

strate the tradeoff between the number of planes required

to implement a network and those planes required to

implement the PEs. Consequently and not surprisingly, the

3-D IC/3-D NoC topology achieves the greatest improve-
ment in latency and power consumption by most

effectively exploiting the third dimension.

Research on the design of 3-D ICs has only recently

begun to emerge. Many challenges remain unsolved and

significant effort is required to provide effective solutions

to the problems encountered in the design of 3-D ICs. Two

important challenges related to global interconnect issues

in 3-D circuits are robust clock and power distribution
networks. Heterogeneous 3-D circuits, for instance, pose

further limitations on the design of 3-D clock distribution

networks in addition to clock skew, power dissipation, and

delay uncertainty. In these systems, the clock signal can

behave both as the victim and the aggressor when

propagating through noisy digital and sensitive analog

planes. Techniques that enhance signal integrity in 3-D

structures are therefore necessary.
Furthermore, distributing power to the planes of the

stack located far from the power/ground pads is another

fundamental issue in 3-D ICs. As the power/ground pads

are typically located along the edges of the plane, providing

sufficient current while satisfying target voltage levels for

every transistor within a 3-D IC requires innovative power

distribution networks. Decoupling capacitance allocation

strategies are also required for 3-D ICs, as the decoupling
capacitors can be placed closer to the transistors, for

instance, directly above or below the high current loads.

Addressing these important design issues will considerably

accelerate the development of commercial 3-D integrated

systems. The material described in this paper is intended to

shed light on those areas related to the design of 3-D

integrated systems in an effort to develop large-scale

multifunctional multiplane systems to continue the micro-
electronics revolution. h
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